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Figure 1: Portalware features amobile setup for dual-display representation of augmented reality (AR) objects viewed through
a smartphone and a wearable. A) Illustration of a user sketching AR content on both the smartphone and the wearable. B) An
AR sketch of virtual flowers on a physical pot with Portalware. C) The user’s view of Portalware.

ABSTRACT
Free-hand interaction enables users to directly create artistic aug-
mented reality content using a smartphone, but lacks natural spa-
tial depth information due to the small 2D display’s limited visual
feedback. Through an autobiographical design process, three au-
thors explored free-hand drawing over a total of 14 weeks. During

∗The first three authors contributed similar effort.
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this process, they expanded the design space from a single-display
smartphone format to a dual-display smartphone-wearable format
(Portalware). This new configuration extends the virtual content
from a smartphone to a wearable display and enables multi-display
free-hand interactions. The authors documented experiences where
1) the display extends the smartphone’s canvas perceptually, allow-
ing the authors to work beyond the smartphone screen view; 2)
the additional perspective mitigates the difficulties of depth percep-
tion and improves the usability of direct free-hand manipulation; 3)
the wearable use cases depend on the nature of the drawing, such
as: replicating physical objects, “in-situ” mixed reality pieces, and
multi-planar drawings.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Mixed / augmented reality;
Participatory design;Mobile phones.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since theearliest cavepaintings,drawinghas takenthe3-dimensional
world and flattened it onto a 2-dimensional plane. With traditional
media, sketching in 3 dimensions is impossible as ink cannot exist in
air and is constrained to a flat surface.However, in augmented reality
(AR), we move one step closer to truly 3-dimensional sketching, as
AR displays are capable of overlaying virtual ink onto a physical
environment, allowing sketching to occur nowhere and everywhere
simultaneously. By allowing users to augment tangible objects, AR
sketching enables new scenarios such as pictorially communicating
house sitting instructions, annotating landmarks in public spaces,
and inspiring individuals to re-imagine once familiar places.

Head-mounted displays (HMDs) provide excellent accuracy and
immersion for sketching inAR, but lack ubiquitousmobility, making
them difficult to support sketching in different everyday scenarios.
Given that smartphones and wearable devices are lightweight, ubiq-
uitous, and generally accessible, they have the potential to support a
more contextual and mobile AR sketching experience. While smart-
phones are powerful AR devices, smaller, watch-like wearables are
rarely used on their own in AR applications due to their limited
display size and usual lack of an on-board camera. Prior work ex-
plore a smartphone-wearable combination, using the wearable to
support additional sensing [52] or input [21, 59] for AR. However,
little is known about what effect this combination has for free-hand
AR sketching and what benefits and challenges the wearable brings.
Giventhat these lightweightdevicesarepromisingcandidates formo-
bile AR sketching, what interaction paradigms need to be explored?

Smartphone AR interactions typically occur via 2D screen input:
users touch their screen to interact with 3D objects visible from their
viewing location and perspective. However, because the input is 2D,
additional transformations are required to achieve a fully 3D image,
such as 2Dproxy plans that align strokesmade from2D input into 3D
space [37]. Unlike 2D screen input, 3D interactions such as free-hand
gesture or device input directly generate strokes in 3D space (e.g.,
Google’s Tilt Brush [26]). Despite being easy-to-use, immersive, and
fun, free-hand 3D sketching is not available on most smartphones
due to hardware and tracking limitations; thus, the exact experience
and design lessons for smartphones are unknown.

In this paper, we explore factors that may shape the experience of
portable 3D free-hand sketching in AR. Our design process builds on
an open-source system (Portal-ble) with a dual-fisheye depth camera
for a larger free-hand interaction region [54]. To better understand
long-term usage, interaction challenges for free-hand AR sketching,
and adhere to COVID-19 restrictions, we followed an autobiographi-
cal design procedure [47] to iteratively experience, test, and improve

the sketching prototype over a total of 14 weeks. Three authors with
design and computing backgrounds documented their experience
using the prototype for their own drawings (e.g., Figure 1B).

The three authors started by using the single-display smartphone
prototype to create in-situ annotations,markers, andpaintings. They
identified personal pain points and design lessons, including visual
perspective (e.g., stroke alignment), ergonomics (e.g., minimizing
strain), and hand-eye coordination. The authors noted that a visual
depth indicator that highlightswhere the finger intersects the stroke,
load and save functions, and a spatial 3D user interface (UI) helped
mitigate these issues. This exploration also revealed that the smart-
phone’s limited screen size could only show a small drawing canvas,
requiring them to follow the gesturing hand by moving the smart-
phone to keep the sketch in view. This prevented them from inter-
acting with the region around the smartphone or using the user’s pe-
ripheral vision, helpful affordances identified in prior work [42, 58].

Furtherexplorationsbythesamethreeauthors focusedonwhether
dual-display AR sketching, which we refer to as Portalware (Fig-
ure 1A), helps mitigate these limitations. By incorporating an ad-
ditional wearable mounted to the fingertip (Figure 1C) to explore
dual-display mobile sketching, they aimed to make better use of pe-
ripheral vision and interaction regions. They found that thewearable
display extends the perceptual canvas and helps visualize content in
the interaction region around themobile device. This visual feedback
can be used either for triggering 3D interactions or as a user interface
for a fluid sketch workflow. The authors also found that glimpsing
and switching their focus between the two screens help improve the
overall sketching experience. For detailed design lessons, refer to
Sections 4.3.4 and 4.4.4.

Our contributions are: 1) a description of the Portalware system,
which enables free-hand AR sketching for both a single-display
and dual-display format; and 2) design lessons gleaned from au-
tobiographical design reports that explore perceptual, workflow,
ergonomic, and interaction challenges for free-hand sketching for
both single-display and dual-display formats.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Sketching in AR and VR
Sketching systems in AR and VR use a variety of mid-air hand ges-
tures as 3D input, spanning from pens and controllers to free-hand
gestures. Pens, a common sketching apparatus, have frequently been
used for sketching inAR andVR inmid-air or on a 2D tablet [3, 23, 30,
38, 39, 62]. 3Dpen-based systems, suchasARPenandVRSketchIn, ex-
tendpen-based sketching into 3D space [18, 67]. InVR, handheld con-
trollerswith anHMDare also often used for sketching, as they are in-
tuitive and provide haptic feedback [24, 26, 40, 44]; however, this still
poses challenges as users are not accustomed to sketching without a
hard surface and need additional visual cues to sketch accurately [4].
In AR, 3D sketching is challenging not only due to visual percep-
tion issues in VR, but also due to possible interactions with physical
objects [36].WithoutVR’s reliance onHMDs,ARcontrollers have ex-
panded to other forms to remedy this issue, such as reusing a tablet’s
motion trajectory [39]. Similarly to VR, additional affordances and
visualguidelinescanhelp improveaccuracyandtaskcompletion,par-
ticularlywhen sketching next to physical objects [37, 68]. Ultimately,
directly sketching in3Denablesusers to sketch freelywithouthaving
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Figure 2: Examples of smartphone-wearable interactions enabled by Portalware. Left: The inclusion of the wearable expands
the region of visible AR content. Middle-Left: The wearable allows the user to observe AR objects from different perspectives
from the smartphone.Middle-Right: The wearable display can indicate physical depth by changing its background color to its
distance to the smartphone.Right: TheAR space near the smartphone screen can be accessed by thewearable, allowing a larger
working space.

togenerate3Dcontent from2Dinput;however, this canpresentalign-
ment andaccuracydifficultieswith 3Dstrokes andplanes.Corrective
measures such as snapping can help users align 3D strokes [7, 37].
While these corrective post-processing measures can help improve
alignment accuracy, they fail to improve the artistic workflow itself.

Uninstrumented (bare) free-hand manipulation is often consid-
ered an intuitive interaction for 3D objects [8, 15, 31, 54, 75] and
navigating bi-manual interaction menus [58], yet has not been thor-
oughly explored for 3D sketching in AR or VR. While free-hand
sketching has excelled in tasks such as writing characters on tablets
and computer screens [66], this mode of interaction remains chal-
lenging for surfaceless situations [63]. Current work in free-hand
sketching explores several applications: spatial annotations [10],
modeling [43], and rapid prototyping [32]. However, their perfor-
mance is still largely affected by user technique. For example, fast
free-form sketching is still not as accurate as tapline techniques, in
which stroke lines are managed by control points [20]. Similarly, a
lack of eye-hand coordination and haptic feedback has also been
shown to be detrimental to free-hand sketching [32].

In addition to improving the experience of free-hand AR draw-
ing, we are interested in improving overall sketch quality. Previous
studies note that 3D free-hand drawing quality naturally improves
over time with practice [71]. However, the addition of physical and
visual guides can further help users position strokesmore accurately,
with the caveat that these guides may negatively affect stroke aes-
thetics [4]. An alternative way to convey physical guidance is via
a haptic-based design interface, shown to improve user cognitive
abilities and engagement without disrupting the stroke itself [55].

Compared to previous AR and VR sketching systems, our work
focuses on exploring interaction affordances for free-hand sketch-
ing in smartphone AR.We build upon existing design lessons and
interaction affordances from 3D sketching to help users better adapt
to making high-quality 3D sketches in smartphone AR.

2.2 Wearable Displays
Existing smartphone-wearable AR devices use a smartphone as the
primary device with a secondary wearable display or haptic de-
vice, such as a paired AR smartphone and wristband display with

wearable haptics for sensing the weight of virtual objects [52]. Most
smartphone-wearable AR dual-display devices, however, repurpose
existing smartwatches as secondary displays. Studies have exam-
ined the foreground/background interactions between the two de-
vices [11], with applications ranging from sharing skiing conditions
on ski resort maps [21] to visual search [59]. These wearables func-
tion as additional input devices to supplement the smartphone, fail-
ing to capitalize on their output display capabilities to visualize AR
objects within the user’s current environment.

Alternative locations for hand-mounted wearables other than the
wrist include the fingernail and around the finger (like a ring). The
majorityof existingfingerandfingernail-mounteddevicesembeddif-
ferent types of sensors such as a RFID tag [65, 70], a small haptic mo-
tor [1, 2, 22, 49], a capacitive touch controller [34], and a camera [22,
45] to the top side of the finger or fingernail for additional sensing.
These input sensors empower finger-focused interactions ranging
from typing [35, 48] to gesture input [28, 76]. In contrast, finger-
mounted sensors such as NotiRing are used as interactive wearable
display outputs for tactile notifications [56].Most similar to ourwork
is the usage of a single small OLED display attached to the top of the
fingernail [61, 73]; however, both focus on exploring the applications
of finger-focused input interactions instead of AR content. In AR,
fingernail and finger-mounted input sensors are used to supplement
HMD content in FingerTouch, a fingernail-mounted inertial mea-
surement unit sensor paired with an AR HMD [51], and in a finger-
mounted camera to magnify content paired with a Hololens [60].

Wearable peripheral displays use persistence of vision and AR
HMD extensions to expand their limited field-of-view and enable
peripheral object perception. These persistence of vision devices
utilize spatial memory [41] and projected image annotations [57] to
publicly share content. In contrast, HMDs enablemore privacywhen
sharing information, such as in HandshakAR, which pairs either an
existing smartwatch or wrist-mounted smartphone with a Google
Glass HMD [6]. In addition, these HMDs can be augmented with
sparse peripheral LED displays to expand field-of-view [27, 74].

In contrast to other smartphone-wearable AR systems, our wear-
able expands the smartphone AR free-hand interaction region by
acting as a secondary AR display, sharing the same AR scene with
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Figure 3: The Portalware smartphone user interface, which includes the following functions: draw, erase, undo, redo, hide
UI, save cache, clear cache, clear, change thickness, change hue (2D), change hue (3D), change saturation, change stroke style
(calligraphy, flat), toggle depth indicator, and hide previous strokes.

the smartphone in real-time. This secondary display format sup-
ports further immersion through additional visual feedback, spatial
awareness, and precision when interacting with AR content beyond
the smartphone’s view.

2.3 Depth Perception
Existing studies focus on analyzing the depth perception problem
in mobile AR [25]. Users tend to underestimate distances, as they
primarily rely on the height of the visual field as a depth cue [17].
While AR X-ray visualization techniques seem to not affect users’
depth perception [17], more effective rendering approaches to ad-
dress depth perception include device and user-perspective render-
ing in smartphone AR [13] and scene warping in VR HMDs [53].
Other approaches in smartphone AR focus on generating and pro-
cessing depth maps for more realistic, geometry-aware 3D interac-
tions [19, 64]. Different visualizations to address perceptual issues
with a mid-air pointing device and smartphone AR setup have also
been compared [69]. We focus specifically on exploring free-hand
sketching on a smartphone and a smartphone-wearable systemwith
depth indicator techniques.

3 PORTALWARE SYSTEM
Inspired by challenges in perception, mobility and interaction from
prior work, we aim to build a system that supports free-hand sketch-
ing exploration on smartphones. This system should enable users
to sketch, modify, and stylize 3D strokes with mid-air hand ges-
tures. Furthermore, we want to explore whether there are genuine
uses for a smartphone-wearable sketching system. Thus, the Por-
talware system features both a stand-alone smartphone mode and
a paired smartphone and wearable mode for dual-display shared AR

interactions. During the system iterations, authors engaged in auto-
biographical design protocols (Section 4) to provide feedback.

3.1 Smartphone Interface
Portalware runs on smartphones with Android 7.0+ that support
ARCore. Sketching interactions, drawing tool commands, and AR
rendering are implemented in Unity. A breakdown of the user inter-
face components for Portalware’s smartphone application is shown
in Figure 3, showing basic sketching functionality: draw, erase, undo,
redo, clear, save, clear save, change stroke color, and change stroke
thickness. A user draws by holding down the draw button with one
hand and using mid-air gestures with the other. Other sketching
functions are invoked through button presses as described below.

3.1.1 3D Color Picker. The color picker can be projected onto 3D
space by pressing and holding a corresponding button on the left-
hand side of the interface (seeA in Figure 3). While the color picker
is displayed, the user canmove their drawing handhorizontally to se-
lect ahue.Uponbutton release, this hue is retained for thenext stroke.

3.1.2 Depth Indicator. This button serves as a toggle for an indicator
that depicts how close the drawing hand is to a virtual object. When
the user hovers their index fingertip close to an existing stroke, the
nearby portion of the stroke is highlighted light blue to provide a
visual alternative to touch (seeD in Figure 3).

3.1.3 Hide Previous Strokes. When this toggle button is on, all pre-
vious strokes are hidden (lowered opacity) when the draw button
is held down and the user is working on an existing stroke (see E in
Figure 3), allowing the user to create strokes that otherwise would
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(a) A constant sampling rate
generates uneven overlaps
(red circles) when the hand
moves too slowly.

(b) Adaptive sampling rates
dynamically change the
sampling interval to avoid
overlaps (red circles).

(c)Using thepinchgesture to sketch
has a clean beginning, but leaves
a tiny tail (red circles) when the
gesture changes from pinch to
release or idle.

(d) A multimodal interaction that
combines a button press with the
finger pointing gesture leaves
a clean beginning and ending,
mitigating the “livemic” issue [72].

Figure 4: Awearable screen on the index finger enables a dual-displaymultimodal sketching experience inmobile AR.

be occluded by existing ones. When the draw button is released, all
strokes become visible again.

3.2 Free-hand Sketching on Smartphones
Informedbypriorwork,we focus onensuring that the strokes appear
smooth and high quality, developing a depth indicator to help im-
prove stroke alignment, and empowering free-hand sketching gesture
interactions.

3.2.1 StrokeQuality. Inspired by SymbiosisSketch [3], we use time
andmovement speedas inputparameters for determining the sample
rate for creating 3D strokes. A combination of an adaptive sampling
rate and smoothing reduces stroke overlapping, improving overall
aesthetics as shown in Figure 4. An adaptive sampling rate adjusts
the hand position capture rate based on how fast the hand moves:
the faster the hand movement, the higher the capture rate, up to a
maximum of 60Hz on a Google Pixel 4. The minimum capture rate
is set to 5Hz, the window size used for further smoothing. Note that
the capture rate does not affect the main AR rendering FPS.

Smoothing can help improve stroke quality while reducing the ef-
fect of vision-based tracking noise [3]. While smoothing algorithms
such as moving averages or Bézier curves can smooth out the re-
sulting strokes, these smoothing algorithms prevent the user from
sketching sharp corners, such as those generated by back-and-forth
hand motions. We used a moving average with a window size of 5
to smooth every 5 raw position points at run-time. The result helps
to improve not only the overall line quality but also sharp edges
(Figure 4b).

3.2.2 Depth Indicators. Due to depth perception challenges from
smartphone 3D free-hand interactions, users strugglewhen trying to
align strokes in 3Dspace [37, 54]. Corrective techniques such as snap-
ping have been adapted for aligning strokes to virtual objects [37];
however, these methods attach the current stroke to the endpoint
of a single stroke but not along other positions of the existing stroke.
In contrast, Portalware uses a depth indicating shader linked to the
drawing index finger that appearswhen the user’s finger intersects a
stroke, highlighting all intersecting points along the stroke for visual
feedback.

3.2.3 Free-hand Sketching. As previously mentioned, free-hand
sketching allows the direct creation of AR strokes in 3D space with
hand movements and gestures. Due to the smartphone’s form fac-
tor, users need to hold the phone up with one hand and gesture
(sketch) with their other hand. We implemented a set of onscreen
user interface tools for single-hand use with the non-drawing hand
to control the stroke’s style, color, and width (Figure 3). This allows
users to adjust the stroke’s properties while continuing to perform
hand gestures for sketching.

Free-hand interaction also allows users to interactwith the spatial
3D UI that resides in the AR scene. Unlike onscreen 2D UI, 3D UI no
longer stays at a fixed location on the screen, behaving like other
AR objects in the scene. Prior small scale exploration with 3D UI
note their increased immersion compared to onscreen UI [5]. We
included a toggle button to let users to switch between 2D and 3D
UI to develop their own 3D sketching workflow.

We tested both a pinch and a point gesture when designing dif-
ferent interaction schemes to minimize the “live-mic” issue. The
“live-mic” issue occurs when it is difficult to determine the begin-
ning or ending of an interaction. For gesture-based applications, the
“live-mic” issue occurs when indicating the start or end of a gesture.
When transitioning from a pinch to an idle gesture, the user cre-
ates unwanted strokes due to a non-instantaneous interaction state
change (Figure 4c). Ultimately, a multimodal interaction in which
the user sketches with one hand with a pointing gesture while using
their other hand to tap-and-hold an on-screen button successfully
triggers the state change instantly, eliminating the “live-mic” issue.

3.3 Dual-display
Smartphone-Wearable Sketching

Our explorations of dual-display interactions are informed by single-
display autobiographical design reports and the potential benefits of
adding a second display. As more people carry two mobile displays
(smartphone and smartwatch) in their daily lives [50], we hope to
elicit genuine needs for a dual-display setup in mobile AR sketching.
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Figure 5: The Portalware hardware setup (left) consists of
(1) a 3D-printed case, (2) a Raspberry Pi 4, (3) a SSD1351
OLED display, (4) a Galaxy S10+, and (5) a dual-fisheye depth
camera for hand tracking. They can be assembled (right) to
create a fullymobile experience.

While we describe the design lessons from using single-display
sketching in Section 4.3.4,wewant to explore if a dual-display sketch-
ing experience can help address some limitations from the single-
display experience. For example, users must move their body to see
occluded strokes on a smartphone, but may benefit from a second
display on the finger, as the sketching hand does not have any form
of feedback when it goes beyond the smartphone’s view but is still
within tracking range. In addition, the smartphone screen has very
limited space for the UI interface, so we can explore whether the
additional display is useful for accessing 3D UI elements.

3.3.1 Design Challenges. We started by designing the engineering
pipeline and building a functional prototype (Section 3.3.3), itera-
tively testing and updating the system as we continued our ongoing
interaction exploration. The authors encountered the following de-
sign challenges:
• The stroke rendered on the wearable display may not be legible
given the small display dimensions.

• As the sketch becomes more complicated, existing strokes can
overwhelm the wearable display, making it hard for the user to
distinguish what is being drawn.

• The wearable does not have its own AR background by default.
• Since the wearable is mounted to the gesturing hand, hand move-
ments can make the wearable display’s content challenging to
follow.
The following subsections explain how our implementation met

these challenges experienced during the autobiographical design
protocol.

3.3.2 Hardware Configuration. To maximize the hand tracking
range for dual-display sketching, Portalware uses an ultra-wide
(160° horizontal and vertical view range) dual-fisheye depth camera
for hand trackingmounted on the back of the smartphone. This hand
tracker runs on the same Orion 4.0 SDK that supports Leap Motion
with equivalent tracking fidelity, but enables a wider tracking range.
It detects hand motions and gestures beyond the field-of-view of the
smartphone AR camera, allowing the user to sketch in on a larger
canvas.

Thewearable’selectroniccomponents (a1.27-inchAdafruitSSD1351
OLEDdisplay, a RaspberryPi 4, and a 2500mAhbattery) are enclosed
by awearable 3D printed case to ensure that the setup is fully mobile
(Figure 5).Weused aRaspberry Pi 4 since itsQuad coreCPUprovides
sufficient computation to handle data transmissionwith its on-board

WiFi receiver; in addition, its built-in hardware SPI supports image
data transmission to the SSD1351 OLED display, which has 128×96
pixel resolution in 32-bit color. Although a larger display may pro-
vide higher display quality, it adds additional weight on the fingertip
and can also harm the hand’s dexterity during mid-air sketching.

Since thewearable is an additional device not typically included in
free-hand trackingmodels, we decided to examine how itsmounting
location affects hand tracking accuracy. During our pilot testing, we
found that mounting the wearable on the back of the hand gener-
ally reduces tracking fidelity while mounting the wearable on the
finger/fingertip did not seem to do so. Ultimately, we noticed that
when the wearable is mounted on the back of the hand or wrist, it
can be disorienting to view the display, as the user’s gaze follows
the wearable mounting location despite strokes extruding from the
fingertip. This made it more difficult to mentally link the AR con-
tents between the two displays. Tominimize this distortion between
stroke extrusion and the display’s view, we decided to mount the
wearable on the fingertip, expanding upon prior work on fingernail
and finger-mounted displays [56, 61, 73].

3.3.3 System Pipeline. Extending the display content and interac-
tions to the wearable requires communications between the smart-
phone andwearable in real-time. In order to support low-latency and
fluid gestures, we created a sub-communication pipeline (Figure 6)
to allow the wearable to receive display data with a communication
latency of under 33ms. The Raspberry Pi’s on-board hardware SPI
then decompresses and display the data streamat a 60Hz refresh rate
on the wearable. Since the primary role of the wearable is to extend
the AR scene from the smartphone, this pipeline focuses on the com-
munications from the smartphone to the wearable. In practice, the
bottlenecks of this pipeline are network, processing and display speed.

For 128×96 resolution, the network and display bandwidth re-
quirements are about 2.9Mbits per second and 11.9Mbits per second,
respectively. Our network bandwidth requirements are difficult for
the Pi’s on-board Bluetooth transmitters to handle; therefore, we
use a WebSocket protocol for wireless network transmission. In
practice, we found that pixel data without compression can result in
over a 2,000ms delay when transmitting overWebSockets. Further
encoding compression may be able to further reduce the size of the
data stream and network load (the current packet rate per frame is
currently 16.66ms).

Once data is received over the network, the Pi processes data de-
compression and rescaling before displaying the data stream on the
wearable. This requires GPU acceleration: we found that CPU-based
loop structures in Python can only reach about 5 FPS after rescaling.
We later modified the Pi’s framebuffer to automatically scale up the
entire display output, bypassing the need to upscale the data with
loop structures, reaching a maximum of 60 FPS for the processing
speed.

The final step of the communications is to display pixels on the
wearable’s OLED display. The Pi offers hardware SPI buses for high-
speed communication (15 to 20MHz) in theory. This speed is affected
by the Pi’s CPU load. Instead of reading off the pixels frommemory
after the previous step, we used the fbcp-ili9341 library to directly
process pixel data from the GPU and communicate over hardware
SPI [33].
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Overall, updating one frame of the AR data from the smartphone
to wearable display takes about 32.7ms between frames, or about
30 FPS on the wearable display.

3.3.4 Renderingon theWearableDisplay. Since thewearabledisplay
lacks its own camera, we compute a simulated camera view (𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚)
at the wearable’s spatial location to render AR strokes on the wear-
able display.Due to thewearable’s limiteddisplay size and resolution,
we render the stroke sections close to the index fingertip. Initial test-
ing revealed that the placement of𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 affects perception of the
rendering results. For example, when virtually mounted to the back
of the drawing index finger,𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 shows the endpoint of the stroke
being drawn;when virtuallymounted to the back of the palm,𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚
shows the stroke segment. Note that the user’s finger bends and ro-
tates much more when making sketching gestures in comparison to
thepalm:mounting𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 to thefinger results in frequent camera ro-
tations. Therefore,wevirtuallymount𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 to thepalm for stability,
adding extra offsets on the𝑌 axis to align𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 with the fingertip
for better viewing consistency (Figure 7a). This method captures the
stroke’s shading, color, and texture according to the𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚’s view.
The final results can be accessed via a GPU texture for efficiency.

To emphasize the stroke being currently drawn, a toggle switch
for rendering on the wearable display makes existing strokes in
the scene almost transparent by changing the opacity. In addition,
post-processing options can enhance the stroke color’s contrast, sat-
uration and contour sharpness on the wearable display to increase
perception via peripheral vision, as color perception decreases for
peripheral vision [29].

Lacking a physical background environment, the wearable dis-
play uses the index finger’s position and pointing orientation to
determine the desired AR background region. While the wearable
could simply duplicate the entire smartphone AR background, it
does not account for the position or orientation of the index finger
in the overall environment. Figure 7b shows how𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 follows the
position and rotation of the index finger to “crop” a section of the

raw AR background from the smartphone camera, correcting the
perspective with the𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚’s projection.

Although𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚mounted to the palm is much more stable than
whenmounted on the finger, hand rotations during sketching can al-
low the𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚’s view to gobeyond the smartphone’sARbackground
texture (e.g. rotating the hand back and forth by 90°, as shown in
Figure 8: Middle), making it impossible to find a region to render.
In this case, the AR background on the wearable will be empty and
fall back to a default black color. To avoid this exception, we use a
rotation constraint remapping method applied to a Kalman filter

HCam

Wearable
Screen

from
the
hand

(a) The transformation of
the palm is applied to the
virtual camera (𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚)
for better stability. An
additional offset is used
to align the 𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 with
the wearable display to
achieve a consistent view
during sketching.

(b) Due to the positioning of the
wearable relative to the smartphone,
each display shows a different ori-
entation of the physical world. The
wearable on the user’s index finger
provides the position and pointing
orientation for determining the
desired AR background regions.

Figure 7: A wearable display on the index finger enables a
dual-display sketching experience inmobile AR.
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Figure 8: Left: The forward and right vectors form a plane, from which the forward direction is defined, and used to stabilize
the view.Middle:𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 rotates excessively when the user rapidlymoves their hand.Right: A remappingmethod and a Kalman
filter helped to constrain this rotation.

to limit𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚’s rotation (Figure 8). First, we define a plane formed
by the smartphone AR camera’s forward and right vector. We then
construct ®𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 , which is formed by projecting 𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚′𝑠 forward
vector onto this plane,

®𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 = ®𝐹𝐻 −( ®𝐹𝐻 · ®𝑁 ) ®𝑁 (1)

®𝐹𝐻 represents 𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚’s forward vector, and ®𝐹 and ®𝑁 represent
the AR camera’s forward and normal vector of the plane (Figure
8). \1 denotes the angle between𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 and 𝐹 ; \2 denotes the angle
between 𝐹𝐻 and𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 . Then, we compute the two angles \1 and \2
that we use to constrain𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚,

\1=arccos
©«

®𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 · ®𝐹 ®𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗

  ®𝐹 ª®®¬ (2)

\2=arccos
©«

®𝐹𝐻 · ®𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 ®𝐹𝐻   ®𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗

 ª®®¬ (3)

Hence, we limit the rotation of \1 and \2,

\ ′=\
2𝑅
𝜋

(4)

where 𝑅 is the maximum raw rotation allowed for the constraint.
We use \ ′1 and \

′
2 to compute𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚’s new orientation,

®𝑃 = ®𝐹cos\ ′1+ ®𝐶sin\ ′1 =⇒ ®𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑤 = ®𝑃cos\ ′2+ ®𝑁 sin\ ′2 (5)

®𝐶 is calculated as the normalized cross product of ®𝐹 and ®𝑁 . Note
that ®𝐶 and ®𝑁 can each have twodifferent directions, sowe choose the
directions which have a non-negative dot product with ®𝐹𝐻 . Finally,
we apply the ®𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑤 to𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑚 to set its new orientation. This enables
the virtual camera to rotate much slower with stable rotations.

4 AUTOBIOGRAPHICALDESIGN
To explore the design, nuanced interactions, and long-term usage
challenges of smartphone free-hand AR sketching, we employed an
autobiographical design protocol to iteratively develop, document,
and test our system. Autobiographical design has been used in HCI

to conduct research on the long-term relationships between users
and systems [12]. This focus on auto-ethnography has becomemore
prominent in situations that involve intimate devices such as wear-
able technology [9], and enables a deeper understanding of both
small and large-scale effects on a system by placing the author in
the roles of both designer and user [16, 46].

At its core, the autobiographical design protocol allows authors
to intimately and directly experience a system from the user’s per-
spective. Living with the system, authors engage with long-term
AR sketching to rapidly gather design and engineering insights for
updating the system, enabling first-hand documentation during the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Since interaction designs with smart-
phones or wearables are mostly underexplored for free-hand AR
sketching, the autobiographical design protocol guides the authors
to better experience and explore the underlying designs challenges
with the author-user identity.

4.1 Author Background and Goals
Three authors of this paper participated in the autobiographical de-
sign protocol. We make each author’s intentions explicit, to identify
the tension between their role as designer and user in such autobi-
ographical design research [16], and “describe their entering beliefs
and biases” [14]. Each of the three authors has formal training in art
and/or design, as well as computer science. Author A is currently fo-
cusing on computer science, but has multiple design degrees, includ-
ing aBA for visual communication and anMFA for generative design.
Author A believed that additional visual feedback should be useful
for sketchingbutwasunsure inwhatways. Prioritizingprecisionand
potential for everyday use, they primarily wanted to test the AR sys-
tem’s accuracy and see what they can sketch in a household setting.
Author B has a painting background with a later focus on computer
science. As they were familiar with the comfort of traditional medi-
ums, they were more skeptical of the practicality of the smartphone-
wearable approach and wanted to see if they could replicate the ease
of experienceof traditional drawingontoARdrawing.AuthorChasa
background inbothdesignandcomputer science.AuthorCwasexpe-
rienced in creating technical drawings requiring accuratemeasuring
of object dimensions. Since AR overlays virtual objects directly over
physical ones, they were interested in exploring howAR drawing
can be benefited fromusing physical objects as references.Moreover,
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theywere also curious about using the smartphone-wearable format
to sketch. The authors’ backgrounds allowed them to both think
about the drawings from an artistic point of view, as well as consider
system changes that could help them improve their 3D sketching.

We aim to identify key design lessons (i.e., what Neustaedter
and Sengers [47] call “big effects”) for free-hand AR sketching on
smartphones in two formats: a smartphone AR format alone and a
smartphone-wearable dual-screen format. Through these two for-
mats, we explore interaction, perception, and design challenges for
the authors, as well as insights to inform future designers thinking
about AR sketching onmobile platforms. Although a smartphone-
wearable format was found beneficial as haptic stimuli [52] or as an
alternative input method [21], this format has yet to be explored as
an auxiliary visual feedback device. Therefore, the authors examine
whether such format can be useful in creating AR sketches, how this
experience differs from a single-display format, and what design
implications can arise from the auxiliary visual feedback device.

4.2 Methodology
Our autobiographical design process followed Neustaedter’s five
tenants [47]: genuine needs, real systems, fast tinkering, record keeping
and data collection, and long-term use. These five tenants were used
in prior work to help authors document and elicit design insights
that are otherwise difficult to collect in a short time period. Our
exploration began with genuine needs to understand the interaction
implications using aworking free-hand sketching system. Since gen-
uine needs could comprise of an array of goals such as functionality
or personal curiosity [16], the three authors approached this ten-
ant from their own personal perspectives to understand interaction
implications.

Authors documented their progress with screenshots, videos,
and written notes to record their observations and organize insights.
Screenshots and video recordingswere only createdwhen the author
felt it was necessary and interesting, such as when they reached a
personalmilestoneordiscoveredanewbehavioralorperceptual chal-
lenge.Written notes about their overall experiencewere recorded ev-
ery time after authors finished using the system. Based on qualitative
analysis principles, each author reviewed their video recordings and
written notes to extract key features indicating usability, perception,
effort, and interaction challenges to form design lessons. Common
themes that authors encountered were combined and summarized.

In this section, we first document three authors’ stories devel-
oped from their recorded data, followed by design lessons they
found important for the single-display format. Authors later ex-
plored a smartphone-wearable display format and similarly docu-
ment elicited design lessons.

4.3 Single-Display Sketching Explorations
The authors started by building an AR sketching application on
Portal-ble [54], an existing open-source system for free-hand mobile
AR interactions, to identify challenges and limitations. Their per-
sonal experiences were then assembled into guidelines to inform
design choices for Portalware.

4.3.1 Author A. As a first exercise, Author A scribbled different
shapes, lines, emojis, and funny faces (Figure 9). They described

Figure 9: Virtual 3D sketches produced by Author A, show-
ing illustrations with a multitude of fine-grained strokes
representing household items.

the experience as enjoyable, like “drawing on an infinite canvas.”
Sometimes, when the sketching hand reached too far beyond the
smartphone’s view, Author Awas unsure whether a stroke had been
made, and could only check by physically moving and rotating the
device. Author A then tried sketching objects of different sizes, span-
ning from tiny coins and flowers to mid-sized cups to larger objects
like chairs. They noted that the smaller sketches were not very suc-
cessful as the strokes tend to collapse together due to hand tracking
errors. This problem was not observed for mid-size and larger items.

During their first fewattempts,AuthorAnoticed that sketching in
2D is much easier than in 3D even in 3D space: for example, spatially
illustrating 2D patterns such as a star or rectangle is much easier
than drawing a cube. It was easy to draw the front face of a cube, but
not the other five faces. Lines that move away from the author (like
performing a push action) are challenging to align with horizontal
or vertical lines without additional assistance. This misalignment
visually affects how the endpoints look as they do not fully overlap.
Author A then tried the depth indicator and was able to connect the
endpoints to draw the cube. More complex sketches with the depth
indicator were also explored, including a vase and a 3D plant.

Author A noted that it was difficult to create long strokes that
spanned across a room. They attempted to sketch a larger 6 ft × 6 ft
cube across the room and were unable to align the edges across the
room. Author A noted that when moving across the room while
drawing, their gaze focused on their drawing hand to ensure that
the lines were still extruding properly; however, upon examining
their creation afterwards, they noticed that the cube’s edges all had
a zigzag shape. Upon more frequent usage, Author A noticed that
sketching along the 𝑥 −𝑦 plane (vertical and horizontal direction)
from the smartphone’s perspective is much easier than in the 𝑧 di-
rection. They found that they could sketch more satisfactory long
strokes by moving their body and sketching along the 𝑥−𝑦 plane.

4.3.2 Author B. When initially testing the system, Author B re-
ported growing strain in the arm holding the phone, rendering con-
tinuous drawing sessions difficult. To smooth this process, they grad-
ually developed a steady workflow loop of sketching for 1 minute
then resting for 5 seconds on repeat, andwas able to createmore com-
plicated drawings through this method. To accommodate this loop,
new load and save object functions were added to the system. These
objects were anchored to a virtual cube, which could be grabbed and
re-positioned by the user.

As they familiarized themselves with the system, Author B devel-
oped some personal habits for free-hand drawing: they maintained
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a steady “draw” pose, with the index finger held firmly upwards
while maintaining the other fingers in a fist-like grip, to produce
consistent lines. Different variations were additionally adapted for
different types of drawings: single-planar (flat) drawingswere easier
and best created by keeping the hand holding the phone static while
moving the drawing hand in all 𝑥 , 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions, creating an
image only fully discernible from the perspective of the phone view.
This method allowed Author B to create anamorphic drawings and
optical illusions that only revealed their intended forms at specific
angles in the virtual space. In these types of drawings, they found
the function that hides previous strokes to be distracting and even
confusing, since they could not see the overall context of their draw-
ings. More difficult, time-consuming multi-planar drawings were
created by first establishing a center point, then revolving the phone
hand around that point. This method allowed the author to create
fully-formed 3D drawings. In these cases, Author B found the ability
to hide previous strokes to be more useful, especially in situations
that required drawing behind virtual objects. These multi-planar
drawings were further complemented by the introduction of the
highlighting shader that indicates depth, which was particularly
useful when drawing strokes attached to previous ones.

Throughout the drawing process, Author B also experienced dif-
ficulty with color swapping, noting the inconvenience of moving
the drawing hand back to the 2D display each time to choose a color.
The introduction of a 3D UI ameliorated this problem, as they could
now directly manipulate hues in-place with less necessary motion.

4.3.3 Author C. To test the system, Author C began by drawing a
series of simple 3D geometric objects and desk items, such as cubes
and paper stationary, before progressing to larger andmore complex
objects, suchas furniture.Due to its free-formnature,AuthorCnoted
howfree-handdrawingworkedbest fordrawingobjectswithorganic
and curvy forms, like plush toys and letters. Drawing larger objects
like tables and chairs was sometimes physically tiring, as they had to
physicallymove todrawstrokes at specificpositions; in addition, this
larger range of motion resulted in more frequent AR tracking errors.

During testing, Author C encountered the “live mic” issue [72],
finding that the movement of their fingers into and out of the pinch-
ing gesture made it difficult to predict stroke start and end positions.
Furthermore, the pinching gesture was prone to tracking loss when
facing away from the dual-fisheye depth camera. In contrast, they
reported that the multimodal drawing mechanismwas more effec-
tive, as the static pointing gesture made it intuitive to foresee the
start and end positions of strokes. In addition, the pointing gesture
was easily detected at more angles.

Besides drawing gestures, Author C had difficulties with compro-
mised depth perception, which made it hard to position new strokes
in relation to existing strokes. This often resulted in drawings that
looked good in one angle but completely unrecognizable in another,
and was mitigated with the depth indicator. Author C reported that
it became much easier to draw new strokes at targeted positions
because the indicator provided reliable visual cues to indicate where
the index fingertipwas relative to existing strokes. For example, they
were able to more efficiently draw cubes that looked coherent when
viewed from all angles.

Regarding the user interface, Author C reported that the 3D color
picker was intuitive to learn and use because its interaction pattern

was similar to drawing. In comparison to the more traditional on-
screen 2D color picker, the 3D version provided a larger surface,
allowing the author tomore precisely adjust the hue bymoving their
gesturing hand.

After some drawing experiments, Author C developed their own
workflow of creating 3D drawings. First, the author found real-life
objects as references for dimensions and color, adjusting the stroke
radius to the maximum size appropriate for the object. Then, they
drew strokes to define the boundaries before filling in the boundaries
with repeated parallel strokes. Author C also practiced drawing the
same object several times to improve efficiency to reduce fatigue
and minimize the impact of tracking errors.

4.3.4 Design Lessons for Free-hand Smartphone Drawing. Each of
the three authors retrospectively reviewed their own recordings and
written notes to extract key lessons in their autobiographical stories,
engaging in the critical process of reflection [12]. They identified and
emphasized different needs and challenges based on their personal
experiences, summarized below.

• The limited screen size of the mobile display restricts the
freedom of free-hand interactions. The dual-fisheye depth
camera tracks a wider range than that depicted by the mobile
display. This discrepancy between the size of traceable input and
the size of visual output may be disorienting, coercing the user to
follow the drawing hand with the hand holding the mobile device
to see what they are drawing, restricting overall user movement.

• Sketching in theplaneperpendicular to themobile display
viewwhilemoving led to a loss of spatial awareness. In par-
ticular, Author A reported difficulty creating straight lines since
they could not follow the endpoint of the stroke as it was being
drawn.

• InmobileAR, creatingflat drawings requires less time and
physicalmovementincomparisontowell-formed3Ddraw-
ings. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that flat draw-
ings maintain the consistency of “2D input” to 2D output (the
mobile display’s view) due to their planar compositions. In con-
trast, creating 3D drawings in mobile AR involves drawing across
all 3D dimensions while only being able to view a single perspec-
tive via the mobile display.

• 3D user interfaces provide greater ergonomic benefits and
precision compared to 2D interfaces. 2D UI elements are lim-
ited in placement and size by themobile display, requiring the user
to manipulate its functions on the small space they occupy. Both
Authors B and C found that transitioning to a 3D UI expands this
available space to the larger 3D canvas, removing the necessity to
repeatedlymove the drawing hand back to the smartphone screen.

• When faced with drawing challenges, users created their
own personalized solutions. In particular, Authors B and C de-
veloped new respective workflows to combat the limitations they
saw in the AR drawing framework, focusing on precise hand ges-
tures to create accurate strokes and referencing real-life objects
for dimension and color, respectively. A potential solution to pos-
sible drawing challenges in AR should also accommodate a large
variety of possible workflows.
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4.4 Dual-Display Sketching Explorations
The design lessons elicited from the single-display framework in-
formed the development of the new dual-display Portalware sys-
tem, described earlier in Section 4.3.4. At each stage of Portalware’s
technical development process, the three authors tested the system,
drafting their own autobiographical stories from their personal per-
spectives and using these experiences to inspire future updates to
the system. The entire iterative process, from its inception to the
current version of Portalware, lasted a total of 14 weeks.

4.4.1 Author A. When sketching with the smartphone-wearable
setup, Author A noted that the rendered content (AR objects and
existing strokes) felt overwhelming for the small wearable display,
sometimes leading to confusion about what was being shown. They
found that thewearable display’s content alsomoved too fast relative
to the smartphone’s AR background, which contributed to a loss
of spatial reference in the AR environment. In the next fewweeks,
the wearable device went through a series of updates that included
highlighting the actively drawn stroke while lowering opacity for
all other existing strokes. These updates helped Author A better
understand what is currently being drawn.With a less distracting
wearable background, Author A could clearly see the stroke being
drawn and an overall larger perceived sketching canvas. Author A
likened this experience to the effect of persistence of vision [41],
noting that the wearable display colors became more visible.

The wearable can change background color to indicate depth, but
these colors appeared muted to Author A when viewed through the
smartphone’s display. Therefore, it was difficult for them to distin-
guish color changes easily when moving their drawing hand with
the wearable out of and back into the smartphone’s view. However,
AuthorAdidfind thewearable usefulwhenmoving the handparallel
to the smartphone: since the display colors were more consistent
through peripheral vision, they could immediately tell the hand’s po-
sition in relation to the dual-fisheye depth camera’s tracking range.

Later on, Author A tried to sketch next to physical objects in the
same 6 ft × 6 ft room. The first few trials focused on making virtual
augmentations, such as virtual bottles placed next to real bottles.
Author A found it difficult to initially align their strokes to phys-
ical objects, mostly because of challenges distinguishing physical
objects’ depth on the smartphone display. Author A then developed
a new stroke alignment strategy by leveraging the affordances of
physical objects (e.g., touching a table surface or a lamp) and by
looking directly at thewearable display on the finger when touching
a physical object. This ensures that strokes always begin in align-
ment with the physical object before the user focuses back on the
smartphone display to continue sketching. Ultimately, this strategy
helped Author A align their strokes with physical objects.

4.4.2 Author B. With the introduction of a secondwearable display
attached to their right index finger, Author B found that the drawing
time required for multi-planar drawings (Figure 10) decreased, espe-
ciallywhendrawing occluded strokes. For drawing a simple skeleton
of a sphere, the wearable roughly reduced drawing time from 95
seconds to 55 seconds. The author also commented that the unob-
structed viewport for the drawing point provided by the wearable
allowed them to directly connect strokes behind existing ones with-
out physically re-positioning their body behind the virtual drawing

Figure 10: Samples fromAuthorB’s “multi-planar” drawings
showing different angles of the same drawing.

Figure 11: Author B’s drawings that attempt to complement
the existing physical objects in the environment.

to gauge depth. However, for single-planar drawings, they noted
that thewearable display did not improve the drawingworkflow and
was at times distracting and superfluous. As an experiment, Author
B also tried sketching without looking at the phone at all, relying
solely on the wearable display. They reported that this was very
difficult; due to the small size of the display and the inconsistency of
the AR content movement with respect to the physical background,
they could not see what they were drawing and pressed the undo
button approximately four times more frequently.

After adapting to the dual-display format, Author B developed
a habit of “gaze-shifting.” By purposefully switching gazes between
the smartphone screen and wearable display, the latter of which
consistently showed the drawing point even beyond the bounds of
the smartphone screen, the author felt that the scope of their “per-
ceptual canvas” was expanded. They noted that this notion could
be further enriched with the addition of haptics, which can provide
an additional dimension to interactions and alternative ways to de-
lineate strokes and tracking ranges. They also reported that this
expanded canvas effect was augmented by the addition of peripheral
UI elements accessed through gestures with the wearable display,
which made the smartphone screen less convoluted.

Author B felt that smartphone-wearable drawing was well com-
plemented by the re-rendered physical background on the display,
which was helpful in providing context for depth when tracing the
forms of physical objects. Taking advantage of this re-rendered back-
ground shared across the two displays, Author B attempted to create
drawings that enhanced the existing physical space. By sketching
objects like a hanger, chair, and flower, they were able to create
drawings that complement and enhance their environment (Figure
11). However, one limitation is that they can only interact with the
exterior surfaces of each physical object, since the latter does not
occupy the virtual space.While this limitation does not affect certain
drawings, such as the sunflower, it does break immersion in the
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Figure 12: Author C’s drawings that use real-life objects as
references. The small white ‘+’ symbols are tracking anchors
that the author used while drawing.

sketch with a shirt on a hanger: the drawing visually appears to be
in front of the physical object it is interacting with instead of being
hooked on it, the latter of which requires greater imagination.

4.4.3 Author C. Author C found that the additional display im-
proved their drawing workflow in two specific ways. The small
portable display, because of its placement on the index fingertip,
provided a different and more zoomed-in view of strokes occluded
by other ones when viewed from the main smartphone screen. This
made it easier forAuthorC to connect newstrokes to existing strokes
because they no longer had to move the phone or their body to see
occluded strokes. Thiswas especially helpfulwhendrawing complex
objects consisting of many parts like electronic tools and plush toys
(Figure 12). Since fewer physical movements were involved, Author
C also noted fewer tracking errors.

The most noticeable improvement that came with the introduc-
tion of the secondary portable display was the extension of the
field-of-view. Author C stated that the single-display system setup
wasmore suitable for drawing objects that appeared vertical because
of the shape of the smartphone screen. Since the width of the display
is narrower than its height, drawing objects wider than the smart-
phone display required constant movements of the smartphone in
order to see and complete the strokes. In order to view the complete
horizontal stroke, the author had to physically move back and hold
the phone closer to their face. The secondary display, however, made
it possible to see strokes drawn even when the hand moved beyond
the smartphone screen’s view. Author C was able to keep track of
strokes without having to constantly move the phone to follow their
hand. For example, when drawing a circle, Author C found it more
efficient for circles to be as wide as the smartphone screen’s width
with the single-display setup, but could nowmore easily draw circles
with the phone’s height as the radius because of the extended field-
of-view. They reported that they were able to draw a wider range
of objects than before. One caveat is that it was hard to determine
how far away from the smartphone they couldmove their hand from
without encountering hand tracking issues.

When the fingertip was close to a stroke, most of the wearable
display would convert to the color of that stroke. This could be help-
ful for the erasing function, as it indicated that the fingertip was
touching the stroke. However, when Author C touched a black or
dark-colored stroke, the small display would turn completely black,
sometimes confusing the author.

4.4.4 DesignLessons forDual-DisplaySketching. In thesecondstage
of autobiographical design, the authors focused on the dual-display
sketching experience. Their stories revealed several implications
integral to the smartphone-wearable framework:
• Wearable use cases are specific to the type of drawing. The
wearable display is only helpful during instances of occlusion for
multi-planar drawings, and offers little benefit for single-planar
drawings.

• Awearablesmallenoughtobemobile is inadequatetoserve
as a primary display. It is difficult to draw objects when rely-
ing solely on the wearable display due to its (1) small size and (2)
rapidlymoving content, whichmay disorient users. Therefore, we
recommend that small wearable devices, such as those mounted
to the finger or fingernail, focus on sensing input methods instead
of visualizing content on a display.

• Adding depth indicators on a wearable display is helpful
for indicating tracking range. Since the wearable display is
mounted to the drawing finger, which the user’s gaze follows
as they draw, they immediately notice when the finger falls out-
side the tracking range. These depth indicators provide additional
visual feedback to the display’s rendered content, providing an
additional affordance for interacting with 3D strokes.

• Mounting a wearable display to the fingertip helps reduce
the cognitive gap between input and output locations. Ini-
tially, the authors experienced disorientation due to the system’s
separation of the location of visual input (the drawing finger) and
location of visual feedback (the drawing), two factors that usually
occupy the same space in traditional drawing settings. Reuniting
the two again by allowing the user to shift their gaze between
the phone and finger-mounted wearable display (as opposed to
a smartwatch) can lead to more enjoyable drawing experiences.

• Awearabledisplaycanexpandthe“perceptualcanvas.”While
this observation is not formally verified, the authors reported that
the wearable display ameliorated the lack of spatial awareness by
increasing the perceived dimensions of the virtual canvas. Specif-
ically, Author A noted that gaze shifting allowed them to develop
a persistent spatial memory of the canvas, allowing them to better
plan future strokes to fill up the drawing space. This increased
spatial awareness canhelpmake stroke-based interactions beyond
the smartphone’s viewmore precise along the periphery.

4.5 Limitations and FutureWork
Following an autobiographical design protocol allowed us to make
rapid iterative improvements to Portalware to tailor it towards our
own artistic and design goals. However, although perhaps suitable
for other users who have similar levels of experience in engineering
and design as the authors, the resultant lessons from this approach
lacked observations from users of both higher and lower skill levels,
and is thus not generalizable [47]. For example, while Author B and
Author C emphasized how they were able to develop a natural work-
flow with Portalware, a user who is less accustomed to free-hand
drawing may desire more guidance from the system itself to inform
them on how to arrive at such a workflow. Because the authors be-
came very familiar with Portalware after long months of usage, we
were unable to elicit insights into Portalware’s learnability. Another
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limitation of adopting the autobiographical design paradigm to Por-
talware is the inability to record reliable and quantifiable metrics.
The authors observed in their own cases that drawings were faster
to complete and spatial awareness was improved, but proper human
subject experiments could be conducted in the future to attribute
significance to the degree of these improvements. Future work may
supplement the autobiographical designwithmixedmethods involv-
ing such usability testing with a broader population, and evaluation
of unfamiliar users learning the interaction techniques.

5 CONCLUSION
The autobiographical design protocol has guided our exploration of
free-hand sketching from a single-display format to a dual-display
one with the addition of a wearable to supplement the smartphone’s
view.This transformationover severalmonths of use, resulting in the
Portalware system for free-hand AR drawing, has addressed some of
the learning challenges with 3D sketching [71]. We tell short narra-
tives of three authors, each with different artistic backgrounds and
motivations, as they experiment with wearable placements to elicit
usability lessons.We learn how thiswearable can help indicate depth
and stroke alignment, as users adjust to the idea of having a virtual
canvas “in the air” rather than on a screen. While Portalware is not
likely to be the final form of dual-display AR interfaces, these stories
illustrate the limitations and potential directions beyond usability
problems, and provide implications more generally for hand-held
augmented reality devices. The resulting experiences and sketches
provide evidence that there is potential for artists to produce work
in the context of the physical environment, with devices that can be
taken on the go.
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